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Abstract 
A substantial body of literature has accumulated on the topic of using remotely sensed data to map impervious 
surfaces which are widely recognized as an important indicator of urbanization. However, the remote sensing of 
impervious surface growth has not been successfully addressed. This study proposes a new framework for deriving 
and summarizing urban expansion and re-densification using time series of impervious surface fractions (ISFs) 
derived from remotely sensed imagery. This approach integrates multiple endmember spectral mixture analysis 
(MESMA), analysis of regression residuals, spatial statistics (Getis_Ord) and urban growth theories; hence, the 
framework is abbreviated as MRGU. The performance of MRGU was compared with commonly used change 
detection techniques in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach. The results suggested that the ISF 
regression residuals were optimal for detecting impervious surface changes while Getis_Ord was effective for 
mapping hotspot regions in the regression residuals image. Moreover, the MRGU outputs agreed with the 
mechanisms proposed in several existing urban growth theories, but importantly the outputs enable the refinement of 
such models by explicitly accounting for the spatial distribution of both expansion and re-densification mechanisms. 
Based on Landsat data, the MRGU is somewhat restricted in its ability to measure re-densification in the urban core 
but this may be improved through the use of higher spatial resolution satellite imagery. The paper ends with an 
assessment of the present gaps in remote sensing of impervious surface growth and suggests some solutions.  The 
application of impervious surface fractions in urban change detection is a stimulating new research idea which is 
driving future research with new models and algorithms.  
Keywords:Impervious surface; Regression residuals;Getis_Ord; Re-densification; Expansion; MESMA;ISF. 
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1. Introduction 
Remote sensing of impervious surfaces has been the subject of research in urban remote sensing in recent years 
partly because it is an indicator of the degree of urbanization, and partly because it is a major indicator of 
environmental quality (Weng, 2012). Growth of impervious surfaces (e.g. via the construction of highways, industrial 
regions and residential areas) presents serious challenges in terms of the environment, climate, urban planning, 
population health and natural resources (Elvidge et al., 2007;Parece and Campbell, 2013). Timely and accurate 
information about the spatial distribution of impervious surface changes will, thus, be a key resource for dealing with 
such challenges and it needs to be applicable to the diversity of the world’s urban areas.  
Since the 1970s, airborne and satellite sensor imagery have been utilized for mapping impervious surfaces and 
its changes (Weng 2012). The earlier techniques for impervious surface change detection from remotely sensed 
imagery were based on the comparison of spectral responses (e.g. image to image comparison or map to map 
comparison (Yang and Liu, 2005; Lu et al.,2011). These techniques detect the conversion of pervious lands into 
impervious surfaces at the pixel level, i.e. between-class changes. About two decades ago, researchers began to 
realize that such methods could not identify sub-pixel changes (i.e. within-class changes or re-densification) of 
impervious surfaces (Ridd,1995). In addition, the presence of mixed pixels within urban landscapes can adversely 
affect the performance of traditional techniques (Wu et al., 2003). This is a common problem in images with medium 
spatial resolution imagery (e.g. Landsat ETM+)(Demarchi et al., 2012).  
The existence of these two problems led to the development of a sub-pixel framework. This framework 
emphasizes that quantification should be employed for monitoring change in impervious surfaces in order to preserve 
heterogeneity of impervious surface land cover, characterize impervious surface land cover independent from analyst-
imposed definitions, and more accurately capture change through time (Ridd,1995; Mather,1999;Weng and Lu, 
2009).  This framework can be broken down into two main stages. Firstly, sub-pixel approaches are used to estimate 
the proportion of impervious surface within each pixel (i.e. impervious surface fraction, ISF). Examples of sub-pixel 
techniques applied to remotely sensed imagery include regression (Yang and Liu, 2005), regression trees (Yang et al., 
2003;Xian, 2007), neural networks (Sun et al., 2011), spectral mixture analysis (Wu and Murray, 2003) and multiple 
endmember spectral mixture analysis (MESMA) (Rashed et al., 2003). Reviews of these techniques have been given 
by Sloneckeret al.(2001) and Weng(2012). Secondly, the outputs from the sub-pixel techniques (ISFs) are subjected 
to change detection analysis, which is focus of this paper.  
In most cases, change-detection based on impervious surface fraction images is appropriate and informative 
since it measures between-class change, within-class change and degree of urbanization in conjunction with 
environmental quality (Ridd,1995). Understanding the spatial distribution of between-class change and within-class 
change reveals comprehensive information about urban expansion, infilling, re-densification and historical concentric 
urban rings. This is because between-class change generally occurs around existing settlements or in formerly open 
spaces within urbanized areas, thus promoting urban expansion and infilling, respectively. By contrast, within-class 
change is associated with modification and transformation of physical structures in urban land covers that cause urban 
re-densification. Such information would be crucial for quantifying the consequences of impervious surface growth 
such as loss of biodiversity, urban heat island development and air pollution. 
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Having these potential advantages, a considerable number of studies has suggested different techniques to 
quantify changes in impervious surface fractions (ISFs), however, assessing and comparing this body of literature is 
very difficult. A selection of these methods is furnished in Table 1, which does not attempt a comprehensive review, 
but rather provides an overview of the variety of algorithms. The impervious surface change detection methods can be 
grouped into four categories: (1) Hybrid techniques, in which impervious surface changes are analyzed by integrating 
different approaches such as visual interpretation, rule-based methods along with pixel by pixel comparison and 
Change Vector Analysis(CVA). Hybrid techniques are also generally based on two dates of imagery; (2)Time series 
analysis, in which changes in impervious surfaces over time (more than two dates) are monitored based on multi-date 
classification, write memory function and per pixel level comparison; (3) Modeling, in which modifications of 
impervious surfaces are modeled using mathematical and statistical approaches; (4) Spatial metrics, in which patterns 
of change in impervious surfaces are revealed using impervious surface spatial metrics such as percent connected 
impervious surface area(Wu and Thompson,2013). 
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Table 1 
Taxonomy of most important impervious surface change detection techniques 
Table 1-1 
Hybrid techniques 
Categories 
Change 
detection  
approach 
Change 
detection task 
Number of 
input ISF 
Final result Reference 
1. Hybrid 
technique  
Visual 
interpretation 
and image 
subtraction 
Monitoring 
spatio-temporal 
of impervious 
surface 
Two images 
Urban change 
maps at two 
dates 
Yang et 
al.(2003),Yang 
and 
Liu(2005),Nowak 
and 
Greenfield(2012), 
Wilson and 
Brown(2015) 
 
Rule based 
technique along 
with Pixel by 
pixel 
comparison 
Urban change 
detection 
Two images 
Change 
matrices; 
Urban change 
maps at two 
dates 
Alberti et 
al.(2004), Alberti 
et al.(2007)  
 
Change Vector 
Analysis(CVA) 
and Post 
mapping 
analysis 
Updating  
impervious 
surface map 
Two images 
A single 
updated map 
Xian and 
Homer(2010) 
  
Geographic 
Information 
System 
Spatiotemporal Three images A single map Ma et al. (2014) 
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Table 1-2 
Time Series 
Categories 
Change 
detection  
approach 
Change 
detection task 
Number of 
input ISF 
Final result Reference 
2.Time 
Series 
Multi-date 
classification 
based on the 
temporal rule 
Leveraging the 
temporal 
information 
from the 34 
year Landsat 
More than 
two images 
A change 
difference map 
Powell et 
al.(2008) 
 
write memory 
function (RGB-
impervious 
surface) 
Urban change 
detection; 
reducing 
amount of data 
Three images  
for per 
process 
A single 
change map at 
three dates 
Shahtahmassebi et 
al.(2012) 
 
Image 
comparison 
Detecting 
exurban and 
quantifying 
change;produce 
a time series of 
consistent 
impervious 
surface maps; 
summarizing 
information 
More than 
two images 
Urban change 
maps(more 
than two) 
Michishita et al. 
(2012), Sexton et 
al.(2013), Suarez-
Rubio et al. 
(2012),  Gao et al. 
(2012)   
  
Per pixel level 
comparison 
Modeling urban 
growth 
More than 
two images 
Urban change 
maps; 
Simulation of 
urban growth  
Jantz et al. (2003), 
Xian and 
Cran(2005), Shao 
and Liu(2014), 
Sunde et al.(2014) 
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Table 1-3 
Modeling 
 
Categories 
Change detection  
approach 
Change 
detection task 
Number of 
input ISF 
Final result Reference 
3. 
Modeling 
Conjunction of VIS 
model with Fuzzy 
technique 
Measuring  
neighborhood 
effect;  
Quantifying 
magnitude of 
change 
Two 
images 
Map of 
magnitude 
change  at 
two dates 
Rashed et al. (2005), 
Rashed(2008)  
 
Vegetation-
Impervious Surface-
Soil(VIS) model 
Urban change 
detection; 
Proofing 
strength of 
VIS model 
Two 
images 
Ternary 
plots/urban 
change maps  
at two dates 
Weng and Lu(2009), 
Lu et al. (2011), 
Phinn et al. (2002), 
Madhavan et 
al.(2001)  
  
Spatial variance, 
logistic function and 
classification 
Characterizing 
morphology 
urban 
growth/urban 
metrics/spatial 
pattern of 
impervious 
surface 
Two 
images 
Urban 
change maps 
at two dates 
Van de Voorde et 
al.(2011)   
 
Table 1-4 
Spatial Metrics 
Categories 
Change 
detection  
approach 
Change 
detection task 
Number of 
input ISF 
Final result Reference 
4. Spatial 
Metrics 
Developing 
metrics 
Analyzing 
pattern of 
change 
More than two 
images 
Graph 
Zhou et 
al.(2012), 
Kuanget al. 
(2013), Kuang et 
al.(2014), Wu 
and Thompson 
(2013), Nie et 
al.(2015a), Nie 
et al.(2015b) 
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Although these techniques have proven effective to some degree when applied to ISFs, several problems still 
exist: 
(i)Most techniques are designed to visualize the expansion and re-densification of impervious surfaces (e.g. Yang 
et al., 2003;Yang and Liu, 2005) and quantification of such changes have not been successfully addressed. In 
particular, there is no standard model for quantifying impervious surface change using more than two ISF data sets, so 
there is a requirement to develop methods that can exploit time series images to generate a single informative and 
intelligent map of evolution of impervious surfaces over time (Michishita et al., 2012). 
(ii) Some studies have derived thematic products (i.e. classification and urban metrics) from ISFs (e.g.Van de 
Voorde et al., 2011;Shahtahmassebi et al., 2012) but such products may be inappropriate because some information 
about the characteristics of land cover transitions could be lost in this step.  
(iii) There is no systematic framework to interpret the spatio-temporal changes of impervious surfaces in 
conjunction of urban growth theories. Many urban growth theories have been developed using information derived 
from basic land cover change-detection techniques (Herold et al., 2003; Herold et al., 2005;Dietzel et al., 2005). As 
mentioned previously, however, these methods do not account for urban changes at the sub-pixel level, notably the 
process of re-densification (Yang et al., 2003). Monitoring changes in impervious surfaces can provide information 
on both the area and density of urban regions (Ridd, 1995), therefore explicitly linking the evolution of impervious 
surfaces and urban growth theories could be useful for understanding the spatio-temporal patterns of intra- and inter- 
urban form. 
(iv) Most impervious surface change detection studies have focused primarily on the temporal dimension of ISFs. 
However, the spatial dynamics of the data also includes useful information that has not been fully exploited.  The 
spatial arrangement of ISFs can provide interpretations of features with greater detail and complexity which may be 
treated as an additional information surface (Fan and Myint, 2014). 
Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore both conceptually and with a practical example how using remote 
sensing of impervious surfaces in combination with aspatial and spatial statistics and urban growth theories can 
contribute to improving our understanding of the urbanization process. 
 
1.1A framework for remote sensing of impervious surface growth  
Cities reflect economic, environmental, technological and social processes in their dynamics, yet all are in turn 
profoundly driven by the evolving urban spatial structure itself (Herold et al., 2003). Research into detecting, 
understanding, and simulating urban growth mechanisms has a long tradition in urban planning and geography. In 
recent years, many frameworks based on the combination of remote sensing products and spatial metrics have been 
developed to quantify the spatial patterns of urban development. These frameworks, such as diffusion-coalescence 
(Dietzel et al., 2005), mainly measure and model transformation of non-urban lands to urban regions. However, 
accurate and operational quantification of urban growth still presents us with some major challenges. In general, the 
majority of urban growth models rely heavily on time series of thematic maps which typically consider urban areas to 
be homogeneous. Given the land cover heterogeneity of the urban environment this definition fails to consider 
important structural features particularly in urban centers. Many researchers believe that detailed spatial and 
contextual characterization of urban land cover has high potential to result in detailed and accurate mapping of urban 
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land uses and socioeconomic characteristics (Herold et al. 2005). Moreover, traditional urban growth models 
generally take into account urban expansion around urban regions while these frameworks may not provide 
information regarding physical modification in urban centers. 
      To minimize these problems, remote sensing of impervious surfaces was developed following the vegetation-
impervious surface-soil (VIS) model proposed by Ridd (1995). According to this approach, the spatial composition of 
a segment of urban landscape may be classified vegetation, impervious surface and soil. This makes it possible to 
quantify physical transformations in urban areas. However, there are two major weaknesses in this model. Firstly, the 
main focus of VIS is on detecting the increasing impervious surfaces at the edge of cities while modification of these 
surfaces is not well addressed. Secondly, the VIS model does not provide any framework for quantifying mechanisms 
of impervious surface changes and their spatial distribution. To this end, we developed a hypothetical spatio-temporal 
model of impervious surface growth which is a function of two mechanisms, expansion and re-densification. 
Conversion of pervious lands to impervious surfaces around existing urban regions and in formerly open spaces 
within urbanized areas leads to expansion and infilling of impervious surfaces, respectively. However, re-
densification is considered as the renovation or replacement of pre-existing urban infrastructure. Thus, re-
densification may have two forms: 
1) Low re-densification: where density of impervious surfaces decreases over time, for example replacing older low-
rise high density urban regions with mixtures of tall buildings and green spaces;  
2) High re-densification: where the density of impervious surface increases over time as new constructions replace 
remaining pervious surfaces in urban areas.  
The nature and patters of expansion and re-densification are of a major concern to sustainable development. 
Quantification of these changes can provide insights with regard to the impacts of land use regulations, population, 
transportation and rapid urban development. However, few studies have investigated the expansion and re-
densification of these surfaces (e.g.Rashed, 2008;Michishita et al.,2012; Saxton et al., 2013). 
This paper introduces a framework for quantifying patterns of expansion and re-densification of impervious 
surfaces using ISFs. The suggested framework is divided into two parts: methodology and interpretation. The 
methodological part is based on the theoretical model for impervious surface change developed by Yang et al (2003) 
and the residual regression approach. Specifically, the Yang et al (2003) concept was used in the present study to 
build a relationship between impervious surface fractions, while regression residuals were utilized to quantify change 
in impervious surface fractions. With respect to the interpretation, the concept of urban growth developed by Batty 
and Longly (1994) and the onion model (Herold et al. 2003) were employed for analyzing impervious surface 
expansion.  Likewise, a theoretical model for physical modification of urban areas developed by Bourne et al. (1976) 
was implemented to guide the interpretation of re-densification.   
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2. Methodology 
2.1 Study area and data preparation 
To demonstrate the utility proposed framework, we focused on a particular study area Kandun Town in Cixi 
County, Zhejiang Province, China (Fig.1).  This city has witnessed rapid urbanization because it is located close to 
three Chinese Mega cities, namely Hangzhou, Ningbo and Shanghai. In addition, Hangzhou Bay Bridge, the longest 
sea bridge in China, links Kandun to Shanghai. Quantifying spatio-temporal patterns of impervious surface in Kandun 
Town serves as an important first step toward understanding the ecological and biological consequences of the rapidly 
growing city. Across the town there have been different rates and forms of urbanization that are typical of those 
taking place across many east coastal regions of China, therefore this is a valuable study site for the purposes of this 
investigation. 
 
Fig.1.Study area, the satellite image is Landsat TM on 10th October 2009 in false color composite(Bands 4,3,2). 
 
Three Landsat TM and ETM+ images (Table 2) covering the study site were acquired which had been already 
geometrically corrected and registered. Pre-processing of all Landsat data included clipping Kandun Town, 
radiometric correction, atmospheric correction and masking water bodies. The study area was clipped from the full 
Landsat scenes by using its administrative boundary. Then, radiometric correction was applied to those images based 
on published calibration coefficients and a dark-object subtraction technique was used to reduce the impact of 
atmospheric scattering. Water bodies (e.g. rivers and water canals) were excluded from the Landsat images to avoid 
confusion between these objects and impervious surfaces, by masking using an NDVI threshold. 
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Table 2 
Summary of basic properties of the satellite imagery used. 
Satellite, Sensor1 Date Spatial 
resolution (m) 
Bandsused Visibility condition 
Landsat 5  TM September 13, 1995 30 1-5,7 Clear, cloud free 
Landsat 7 ETM + November 11, 2002 30 1-5,7 Clear, cloud free 
Landsat 5  TM October 21, 2009 30 1-5,7 Clear, cloud free 
1Shahtahmassebi et al.(2014) 
 
2.2Data analysis strategy 
The analytical approaches consisted of three parts (Fig. 2): (1) Calculating impervious surface fraction images (2), 
detecting changes of impervious surfaces and, (3) quantifying such changes. As the analysis combines the key 
components of MESMA, analysis of Regression residuals, spatial statistics (Getis_Ord) and Urban growth theories 
we subsequently use the abbreviation MRGU to describe this analytical framework. To provide context we compared 
the performance of the proposed MRGU approach with three conventional methods of change detection. 
 
Fig.2. Diagram of the proposed workflow to characterize mechanisms of impervious surface (IS) growth from 
Landsat imagery (the MRGU approach) 
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2.3 MESMA 
This technique is an extension of spectral mixture analysis (SMA) that consists of a single set of endmembers that 
are applied to an entire scene (Rashed et al., 2003). This model assumes a pixel’s spectrum is linear combination of a 
finite number of spectrally distinct endmembers (Powell et al., 2007): 
ρλ́ = ∑ fi
N
i=1
× ρλi + ελ (1) 
where ρ is the reflectance of the endmember i for a spectral band(λ),  is the fraction of the endmember, N is the 
number of endmembers and  ε is the error term. Model fit is generally assessed using root mean squared error 
(RMSE), given by: 
RMSE =  √
∑ (ελ)2
M
λ
M
 (2) 
where M is the number of spectral bands in an optical image. However, SMA may fail when analyzing urban regions 
due to the diversity of urban materials and the variety of components within the field of view(Rashed, 2008). By 
contrast, the MESMA algorithm allows the number of endmembers to vary for each pixel in an image. Thus it is more 
suitable when dealing with the mixed pixel problem in urban regions (Powell et al., 2007). This technique has been 
evaluated in a number of urban studies and has yielded promising results (Rashed et al., 2003; Rashed, 
2008;Michishita et al., 2012). The software for MESMA (a plug-in software under ITT ENVI) is freely available via 
the VIPER TOOL website (Roberts, 2007). The MESMA approach was conducted based on the guidelines from 
previous studies (Rashed, 2008;Michishita et al., 2012;Shahtahmassebi et al., 2014) and consisted of the following 
steps: (1) Endmember selection; (2) Developing a spectral library; and (3)Un-mixing. These are each detailed in turn. 
 
2.3.1 Collecting endmembers 
A common approach for collecting image endmembers is selecting representative homogeneous pixels from 
satellite images through visualizing spectral scatter plots of image band combinations and spectral plots (Wu and 
Murray, 2003). In this study image endmembers were collected by using a combination of maximum noise fraction 
(MNF) and endmember collection spectra. MNF analysis contains two steps: (1) de-correlation and rescaling of noise 
in the data based on an estimated noise covariance matrix, resulting in transformed data in which the noise has unit 
variance and no band-to-band correlations; (2) using a principal component analysis of the noise-whitened data(Lu 
and Weng, 2006). In the MNF, noise is removed from the original data by using only the coherent portions, in order 
to enhance processing results.  
The MNF procedure was applied to transform the TM 1995, ETM + 2002 and TM 2009 reflective bands into a 
new coordinate set. The scatter plots between MNF components 1, 2 and 3 are illustrated in Fig.3 for TM 2009 as an 
example, showing the potential homogeneous endmembers. We caution that the shape of MNF graph is specific to 
Kandun Town; indeed, different cities might generate different shape in MNF graph due to the complexity of the 
urban landscape. 
Four endmembers were identified according to the feature spaces and their corresponding interpretations obtained 
from the endmember collection spectra graph based on the original reflectance data. These endmembers were (1) 
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vegetation cover, which represented pasture, grass and farmland, (2) soil, which highlighted soil information in 
agricultural lands, (3) impervious surface within the urban center, and (4) impervious surface at the urban 
periphery(Figure 1). The total collected endmembers are presented in Table 3. Soil and vegetation endmembers were 
used only in MESMA steps to accurately estimate ISF; in the remainder of the study these endmembers and 
corresponding fractions were excluded from the change detection investigation, as we concentrated subsequently on 
changes of impervious surface cover 
 
 
Fig.3.An example of feature space representation of the first three MNF components of the Landsat TM image from  
2009. The four potential endmembers are: 1: vegetation, 2:soil, 3: impervious surface (IS) within the urban center and 
4: impervious surface (IS) at the urban periphery. The bottom-right plot shows Endmember Collection Spectra of 
original reflectance data. For brevity, sub-classes of soil and vegetation endmembers are not shown in this figure but 
were analysed. 
 
2.3.2 Selecting endmembers and developing a spectral library  
The collected endmembers were imported into VIPER Tools in order to create a spectral library. To select which 
signatures in this spectral library were most representative of the endmembers, three optimization indices were 
calculated: Count Based selection (CoB), Endmember Average Root Mean Square Error(EAR) and Minimum 
Average Spectral Angle(MASA). The optimum spectrum has the highest CoB, lowest EAR and lowest MASA 
(Roberts et al., 2007). The following modeling conditions were applied to the calculation of these indices: maximum 
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RMSE (0.025), maximum fraction (1.05) and minimum fraction (-0.05).  Finally, a new spectral library was 
constructed based on the pure spectra and presented in Table 3 in selected EM row.  
 
Table 3 
Number of endmembers for each category by year; Total endmembers (EM) collected in Step 1 while Selected EM 
were chosen following the optimization process outlined in Step 2. Classes include Impervious surface 1 (IS1), 
Impervious surface 2 (IS2), Soil and Vegetation cover. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3.3 Un-mixing by MESMA 
From the final spectral library, a subset of three spectra was chosen for the un-mixing procedure: (1) impervious 
surface within and around the city, (2) vegetation cover and (3) soil. In addition, parametric shade was included in this 
procedure. Then minimum and maximum endmember fractions were set to values of -0.1 and 1.05, respectively 
(Powell et al., 2007, Thorp et al., 2013) and the shade fraction was set to 0.8 according to the VIPER Tool user guide.  
In the last step, a range of SMA models (multi SMA models) were applied by using above spectral library. The 
combination of total and selected endmembers employed in the MESMA modeling is shown in Tables 4 and 5. It 
should be noted that four endmember models were selected over other models for the 2009 image as this improved 
the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). In general, simple models such as those based on two endmembers are 
preferred over more complex four endmember models, except in cases where adding an endmember significantly 
improves RMSE(Dennison and Robert, 2003). 
These models mapped each pixel in the images in terms of fractional abundance of land cover components at 
given point in time (Rashed, 2008). The performance of each model was evaluated using RMSE, such that if the 
model did not meet the threshold RMSE of less than 0.025 (Powell et al., 2007), MESMA steps should be repeated 
again. In this regard, the resulting mean RMSE of fraction images was 0.004, 0.007 and 0.004 in 1995, 2002 and 
Class:      Impervious surface Soil Vegetation Cover 
Subclass: IS 1 IS2    
1995 
Total EM 
 
18 
 
33 
 
24 
 
27 
Selected EM 
 
2 8 4 5 
2002 
Total 
 
24 
 
37 
 
92 
 
28 
Selected EM 
 
3 7 6 2 
2009 
Total 
 
44 
 
28 
 
49 
 
36 
Selected EM 13 4 6 3 
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2009, respectively. The final products of MESMA were three fraction images for each year: Impervious surface, 
Vegetation and Soil.  
Table 4 
Detail of MESMA model parameterization for each year in Kandun town. 
Year Total EMa Number of selected EMb Type of combinationc Number of modelsd 
1995 102 19 2-Endmembers 72 
2002 181 18 2-Endmembers 80 
2009 157 26 4-Endmembers 306 
aEM:Endmembers 
b Selected EM using techniques in step 2. 
c Number of spectral libraries added to the model. 
d The number of models was calculated as the number of impervious surface spectra × the number of vegetation 
spectra ×the number of soil spectra 
 
Table 5 
Major combinations of endmember models by land cover classes with respect to year for Kandun Town. 
2-endmember(1995) 2-endmember(2002) 4-endmember(2009) 
ISc+V+SHD 
ISc+S+SHD 
ISed+V+SHD 
ISed+S+SHD 
 
ISc+V+SHD 
ISc+S+SHD 
ISsu+V+SHD 
ISsu+S+SHD 
 
ISc+V+S+SHD 
ISsu+V+S+SHD 
 
ISc refers to impervious surface in urban center, ISsu to impervious surface in urban edge, S to soil and V to vegetation 
cover and SHD to shade. 
 
2.4 Accuracy assessment  
Accuracy assessment is an important step to ensure the quality of the ISF images (Lu and Weng, 2006). Ideally, 
this procedure should be done by using high spatial resolution imagery which allows one to delineate borders of 
impervious surfaces in a way that is sufficiently precise for validating sub-pixel impervious surface extracted from 
medium or coarse spatial resolution imagery. However, high spatial resolution imagery may be costly and difficult to 
obtain for an entire study region and for each occasion in an ISF image time series, particularly for early dates 
(Michishita et al., 2012; Kuang et al., 2014). Due to these limitations, this study utilized a color composite aerial 
photograph with spatial resolution of 1 m acquired in 2009 as ground reference to assess accuracy of impervious 
surface fraction in 2009. The geographic extent of the 2009 aerial image covers Kandun Town with a range of land 
cover types, including farm land, urban vegetation , rural residential, urban residential, industrial, and farm land.  
The Segment Only Feature Extraction (SOFE) of ENVI RSI 5.1 was implemented to classify reference imagery 
into two classes: non-impervious surface and impervious surface.  The technical setting parameters of this method 
were: Intensity algorithm for segmentation (Scale level = 10), Full Lambda schedule algorithm for merging (Scale 
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level= predefined (0)) and Texture Kernel size was 3. The overall accuracy of that classification was found to be 95% 
based on a cross-comparison with visual assessment of samples, and this indicated that this high resolution binary 
image was a suitable reference for evaluating the Landsat-derived ISF images.   
A 3×3 pixel (90m×90m)sampling plot was selected  to reduce the impacts of geometric errors associated the both 
the TM image and the aerial photograph(Wu, 2004). Then six hundred twelve randomly located plots from the binary 
reference image were extracted with the Grid tool in ERDAS imagine 2011. Two types of error metrics, root mean 
square error (RMSE) and systematic error (SE), were adopted in this study to assess the accuracy of the ISF 
images(Wu, 2004): 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
∑ (?̂?𝒊−𝑽𝒊)
𝟐𝑵
𝒊=𝟏
𝑵
    (3) 
𝑆𝐸 =  
∑ (?̂?𝒊−𝑽𝒊)
𝑵
𝒊=𝟏
𝑵
     (4) 
where ?̂?𝒊is the impervious surface fraction modeled by MESMA for sample i;Vi is the reference impervious surface 
fraction derived from the aerial photograph for sample i; and N is the total number of samples. RMSE measures the 
overall estimation accuracy for all samples while SE evaluates the effects of systematic errors (e.g. over-estimation 
and under-estimation).  The RMSE and SE were calculated for the all sample plots and for the separate urban and 
suburban subdivisions. Additionally, slope, intercept, coefficient of determination (R2) of the regression relationship, 
and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) were used for accuracy assessment purposes.  
 
2.5 Quantifying change of impervious surfaces 
Yang et al. (2003) were the first to suggest a theoretical framework for impervious surface change detection. The 
idea proposed was to correlate the impervious surface fraction in earlier time to that in the latest time. The solution 
that is most intuitive (most visually appealing) is attained by analyzing correlation graph. While successful for 
qualitative analysis, the framework may fail to generate an informative map of change in impervious surfaces. Having 
the basic idea of this framework, we considered that if a regression model was built among impervious surface 
fractions of different dates, the change in impervious surfaces could affect the performance of the regression model. 
Assuming the data are free of noise, these changes can be reflected in regression residuals. Consequently, the 
variation of regression residuals might explain growth of impervious surfaces.   
The regression residuals approach quantifies the overall change in reflectance between two remotely sensed 
images (e.g. Landsat scenes) that may be caused by environmental factors that affect reflectance uniformly across the 
landscape; differences between the actual reflectance and the predicted reflectance in the successive scenes represent 
areas of unexpected change (Frank, 1984). Residual difference images are then created to illustrate the patterns of 
deviation from the regression model. In this way, the analysis of regression residuals is able to (1) apply to continuous 
time series imagery, (2) compress data from multiple bands into a single feature and, (3) flag abnormal changes 
(Chandola et al., 2009; Lein, 2012).The analysis of regression residuals has been used in several studies of land cover 
change in forested regions (Frank, 1984; Chandola et al., 2009; Lein, 2012).  
To develop the analytical approach, we first conducted a re-examination of the analysis of regression residuals 
derived from a time series of ISF images and evaluated whether urban expansion and re-densification can be derived 
using this technique. The procedure of calculating regression residuals was as follows:  
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1) A linear regression model was constructed among impervious surface images: 
Ŷij,is2009 = a0 + a1Xij,is2002 + a2Xij,is1995 (5) 
Where i and j represent pixel coordinates, is stands for impervious surface fraction in different years 
(1995,2002,2009), and a0 , a1, and a2 are regression coefficients. X and Y ̂refer to the ISFs for the initial scenes and the 
estimated ISFs, respectively. The regression assumes that there is a linear relationship between ISFs from the third 
date (2009) and ISFs from the second date (2002) and the first date (1995).  
2) A residual image was constructed using the difference between predicted ISF value and actual ISF value for 
each pixel:  
Ri,j,is = Yij,is2009 − Ŷij,is2009 (6) 
where R represents the regression residual, Y is the actual ISF.  
Moreover, we assumed that between-class change could have a positive residual value because of sharp 
transformations of permeable lands to impervious surfaces. However, re-densification would be negative or positive 
due to the slight changes among impervious surface covers, restructuring built-up regions, and limitation of spatial 
resolution. In the results section, these assumptions are tested.  
 
2.5.1 Spatial autocorrelation clustering (Hotspot detection) 
The analysis of regression residuals is limited to the simple identification of a range of values in residual images 
(Frank, 1984) and it does not glean spatial information on landscape pattern. Employing measures containing spatial 
and textural information to the analysis of imagery can be applied as a methodology of effectively characterizing 
spatial patterns (e.g. Fan and Myint, 2014). To address spatial patterns in our study, two measures of spatial 
dependency, Global Moran’s I and Local Getis_Ord (Gi) statistics were applied to the residual image.   
Global Moran’s I index compares the differences between neighboring pixels and the mean to provide a measure 
of local homogeneity (ENVI RSI 4.8). The index was computed prior to the Gi in order to obtain an appropriate lag 
distance for computing Gi and to minimize impacts of global spatial autocorrelation (Boots, 2002;Lanorte et al., 
2013). Global Moran’s I index is defined as (Moran,1948): 
                                                      𝐼 =  
∑ ∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑗(𝑋𝑖−𝑋)(𝑋𝑗−𝑋)𝑗𝑖
(∑ ∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑖 ) ∑ (𝑋𝑗−𝑋)
2
𝑖
(7) 
Where N is the total number of pixels, Xi and Xj are residual ISF values for pixels i and j (with i ≠ j), 𝑋is the 
average value, and Wij is an element of the weight matrix indicating the neighbor relation between i and j. Selecting 
the spatial neighborhood window is critical. Consequently, a queen’s contiguity rule (8 surrounding pixels) was used 
to define the weights (Lanorte et al., 2013). The result of global Moran’s I revealed that the optimum lag distance was 
2 pixels in which maximized Moran’s I and captures image spatial autocorrelation.  
The Getis_Ord (Gi) statistic identifies hotspot regions i.e. areas where very high or very low values occur near one 
another (Getis and Ord, 1992). It is defined as: 
(𝑑) =  
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗(𝑑)𝑥𝑗−
𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑊𝑖
∗?̅?
               𝑠[𝑊𝑖
∗(𝑛−𝑊𝑖
∗) 𝑛−1⁄ ]1 2⁄
 (8) 
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where 𝑥𝑗 denotes the variable value of a pixel at location j, 𝑥 ̅̅ ̅and s are mean and standard deviation, respectively, of 
all pixels in the entire image and 𝑊𝑖
∗ = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 (𝑑). {𝑤𝑖𝑗(𝑑)} is a binary spatial weight matrix. A value of 1 is 
assigned to pixels within distance of d around the center pixel and a value of 0 is assigned to other pixels. The optimal 
lag distance obtained by Global Moran’s I was used for computing Gi. 
 
2.5.2 Conventional change detection techniques 
The time series of three ISF images were visually interpreted. The possibilities for detecting modifications to 
impervious surfaces were examined together with the capability to visually interpret the processes of urban expansion 
and re-densification. The results of this visual interpretation are presented before those of the proposed MRGU 
approach, in order to provide some context. 
The results of the MRGU approach were compared directly to two quantitative detection techniques. Two binary 
thematic maps, which included impervious and pervious surfaces classes, were generated by applying a multispectral 
land cover classification to the first and last Landsat images of the study site. As this process was separately 
performed for each year, the resultant image-to-image comparison enabled an analysis of impervious surface 
expansion. More information about this procedure has been provided by Yang et al.(2003). Furthermore, image 
differencing change detection was applied to the two ISF images from 1995 and 2009. The result was stored as a new 
ISF change image which had a potential range of values of -100 to 100%. Further information regarding image 
subtraction and other change detection methods can be found in Yang and Liu (2005).  
 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Pre-experiment 
We identified two conceptual situations to examine the regression residual results.  
Scenario No. 1 (Impervious surface expansion): We hypothesized an increase in the percentage of impervious 
surface in (infilling) and around the urban center (expansion). In this scenario, we assumed that the impervious 
surface of urban center had not changed over time. We also considered correlation (or linear relationship). This 
scenario is based on tree rings (Batty and Longly, 1994) and the onion model (Herold et al., 2003). These models 
hypothesize that urban growth starts with expansion around an urban seed, then new development is allocated around 
the existing urban center.  
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The results indicated moderate correlation among impervious surface fractions. Moreover, our finding showed 
that residual values increase and decrease over time. Accordingly, expansion and filling of impervious surface in 
Time 3 led to the proliferation of residuals while expansion in Time 2 generated negative residuals. Residuals of the 
urban center were represented by very small values close to the zero because it did not change over time (Fig.4).  
 
 
Fig. 4. Residual Regression – impervious surface under Scenario 1. 
.  
Scenario No. 2(Re-densification and continuing expansion): This conceptual model postulates modest change in 
the percentage of impervious surfaces in urban centers and an increase in percentage of these covers in the urban 
periphery. We also considered correlation (or linear relationship).This scenario is based on the Bourne model 
(Bourne, 1976), neighborhood effects(Rashed,2008), and restructuring of towns at the county level in China(Han, 
2009). Our findings based on regression residuals support these studies: impervious surfaces in already urbanized 
areas may decrease or increase over time due to the restructuring process (Fig.5 ).  
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Fig. 5.Residual Regression – impervious surface under Scenario 2. 
 
The different residual signatures for these different scenarios can enable us to identify and perhaps explain the 
mechanism of impervious surface changes. However, the performance of this approach depends on the structure of 
urban regions in the study areas and our ability to accurately capture impervious surface fraction at appropriate spatial 
scales (Rashed, 2008).  
 
3.2 Accuracy Assessment 
The accuracy of modeled fractions was assessed by the slope, intercept, and R2 values associated with 
relationship. In an ideal case, when the modeled data perfectly agrees with the reference data, the slope of the 
relationship would equal one, the intercept zero, and the R2 value would approach one (Powell and Roberts, 2010). 
Correlation between reference and modeled fractions was high for impervious surface fraction, with a slope of 0.99, 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) of 0.84 and R2 equal to 0.7. Descriptive statistics of the reference and modeled 
fractions are presented in Table 6 and Table 7, respectively. Accordingly, strong correlation can be observed between 
reference ISF and modeled ISF.  
Results indicate that the MESMA model has a promising accuracy in estimating ISF, with an overall RMSE of 
14.17 for all sample areas (Table 7). Further, the analysis of systematic error indicates that no significant estimation 
bias exists for all sample areas (SE=-3.1%).  Residual analysis also indicated this model seems to both over-estimate 
and under-estimate slightly impervious surface fraction in medium developed areas (60-80%) (Figure 7-b). Also, the 
standardized residual showed that about 95% of data fall between -2 and +2(Fig. 6c). It also confirmed that the 
possible outliers are located in the medium developed areas (60-80%).  
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Table 6. Summary measures for reference and modeled fractions 
 Reference fraction Modeled fraction   
Minimum 0 0   
Maximum 0.99 0.96   
Mean 
Standard Deviation 
0.48 
0.21 
0.45 
0.25 
  
 
Table 7. Accuracy assessment 
Metrics  
Slope  0.99 
Intercept 
R2 
-0.02 
0.70 
Pearson’s r 
RMSE 
Bias(SE) 
0.84 
14.17 
-3.1% 
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Fig. 6. Comparisons between reference and modeled fractions: (a) correlation plot, (b) regression residuals, and 
(c) Standardized residuals.  
 
 
3.3Visual interpretation of ISF images 
The ISF images for 1995, 2002 and 2009 are illustrated in Fig.6, where impervious surface cover is represented 
continuously with a sequential color scheme.  There was a strong correlation among these images (Table 8) which 
could confirm the hypothesis of Yang et al. (2003) . 
By comparing across the maps, the spatial distribution of impervious surface growth between 1995-2002 and 
2002-2009 can be well perceived. It is clear that the considerable increase of impervious surfaces is found around the 
edges of the urban center and along the developing road network, representing urban expansion. There is also a 
substantial increase of the percentage of impervious surface cover within the urban areas, representing densification 
or re-densification. In addition, the frequency histogram confirms growth of impervious surface pixels frequency, 
especially in high fraction of IS (>0.5) in 2009 while this year witnessed considerable decrease of low- impervious 
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surface pixels (>0.4)(Fig.8). Thus this visual interpretation of the ISF images provides some indication of the spatial 
extent and magnitude of changes in impervious surface cover, but this approach fails to adequately quantify and map 
the expansion and re-densification processes that have taken place. 
 
 
 
Fig.7.ISFs of Kandun Town in (a)1995, (b)2002 and (c) 2009. 
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Fig.8. ISFs of Kandun town in (a)1995, (b)2002 and (c) 2009. The histogram was calculated based on 
the original range of impervious surfaces. 
 
 
Table 8 Correlation among impervious surfaces 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Correlation IS1995 IS2002 IS2009                
IS1995 1   
IS2002 0.80 1  
IS2009 0.65 0.77 1 
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3.4 Change detection with the MRGU approach 
3.4.1Analysis of regression residuals 
When the ISF 2009 image was regressed against the ISF 2002 and 1995 images the linear least-square model 
generated was: 
ISF2009 = 0.09+ 0.71×ISF2002 + 0.11×ISF1995                            (9) 
 
 
Table9 Regression information 
Coefficients  Standard 
Error 
t value  Pr(>|t|)   
Intercept 0.09 0.0018 51 <2e-16 ***  
ISF2002 0.71 0.0067 106.5 <2e-16 ***  
ISF1995 
 
 
0.11 
 
 
0.0076 
R-square 
 
14.6 
60% 
 
<2e-16 *** 
 
 
Significant codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 
 
The residual image of this regression is illustrated in Fig.9 (a) . A time series of Landsat false-color composite 
images are provided for some sample areas, to demonstrate how the residual image has responded to different forms 
of surface change. The residual image can also be compared with the time series of ISF images (Fig. 8), to aid 
interpretation. Such comparisons confirm that the expansion of impervious surfaces is highlighted by high positive 
values in the residual image, while the re-densification of urban areas has generated negative or moderate positive 
residual values. For example, in Fig.9 (a) the vertical set of Landsat images shows an area of expansion towards the 
edge of the town dominated by the conversion of pervious to impervious surfaces. This is where former agricultural 
and has been used for urban development, which generates predominantly large positive values in the residual image. 
The horizontal set of images covering part of the urban center illustrates an area that has experienced re-densification, 
where a continual cover of buildings and roads has been replaced by high rise constructions interspersed with some 
green spaces, generating largely negative values in the residual image.  
It could be anticipated that both changes expansion and re-densification could generate positive values in the 
residual image because both processes can lead to an increase in the area and density of impervious surfaces. 
However, the behavior of the regression residuals observed in this study (Fig.9a) may be attributed to the mechanism 
of change (sharp and slight) in impervious surfaces and its corresponding location. In order to verify this, a profile of 
ISF values of across Kandun Town was extracted from the 1995, 2002, and 2009 ISF images and then superimposed 
(Fig.9b). The results confirmed that the urban core witnessed a slight overall increase of impervious surfaces during 
the whole period, which is particularly evidence in the area covered by the red arrow in Fig.9b. However, a sharp 
increase in ISF occurred in the urban periphery during short period, for example between 2002 and 2009 as 
highlighted by the black arrows in Fig.9b. These results were consistent with the findings of Ridd (1995) and 
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Michishita et al. (2012), who demonstrated that impervious surfaces increase sharply in the edge of developing cities 
in contrast to the central parts.  
However, care must be exercised about observations of a decrease of impervious surfaces over time in the urban 
center,thereby generating negative values in the residual image. This may be an artefact of the limited spatial 
resolution of Landsat data and the challenges of measuring impervious surfaces in urban centers using Landsat have 
been recognised (Rashed, 2008; Shahtahmassebi et al., 2014). In addtion, spectral resolution can affect the 
performance of endmember-based techniques (such as MESMA) (Weng, 2012). Therefore, given the heterogenity and 
complexity of urban impervious surface materials, the spectral resolution of Landsat sensors may limit the ability to 
capture subtle changes in such regions. Nevertheless, the analysis of regression residuals as demonstrated in this 
paper does provide an ability to summarise and quantify the distribution and magnitude of impervious surface 
changes that have occurred through a time series of ISF images. 
Finally, Kandun Town was selected to test the statistcal model. This means all the estimated model coefficients 
are specific to this town. Thus, the model coefficients would not be directly transferrable to other places. However, 
the procedures undertaken and the general relationships observed in this research should be transferable.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig.9.a)Residual image based on the ISF 1995,2002 and 2009. Zero(0) is background(non-impervious surface) in this 
figure. Also scale 18 is positive. Residual image were compared with color composite(Bands 7,4,3) of Landsat 
images in different years. b)Vertical profiles of impervious surface changes 
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3.4.2 Spatial statistical analysis 
Spatio-temporal variations of impervious surface growth are illustrated in the outputs of the Getis_Ord (Gi) 
analysis of the residual image in Fig.10. In order to interpret this output a profile of Gi values from across Kandun 
Town was superimposed upon profiles of ISF values from 1995, 2002 and 2009 (Fig. 12). This information was used 
to determine appropriate thresholds for differentiating and mapping re-densification and expansion processes based 
on Gi value (Fig.10-legend). The results suggest that Gi behaved in concert with impervious surface changes over 
whole period. In this regard, a dramatic increase of impervious surface generated high positive G i values and this was 
generated particularly by the transition to the 2009 ISF image. Hence, expansion could be defined as those regions 
that had Gi values greater than 0.05 and these were predominantly located in the suburban regions. Where ISF values 
changed slightly over the whole period (1995 through 2002 to 2009) this produced negative Gi values which were 
mainly in the urban center. Therefore, re-densification could be characterized by Gi values less than 0 which were 
mainly located within existing urban regions.  Re-densification could also be divided into two subclasses depending 
upon the direction of transitions in ISF values: 
1) Low re-densification:  where the amount of impervious surface decreased over the period of study. This 
subclass had Gi value between -0.03 and -0.05(e.g. Fig. 11datapoint No.26). 
2) High re-densification: where the amount of impervious surface increased over the whole period (i.e. 1995-
2002-2009). This change had Gi values of less than -0.07(e.g. Fig. 11data point No.21).  
The change map generated by the MRGU approach provides useful information with which to infer the 
mechanisms of impervious surface change that have taken place over the time series of Landsat images. For instance, 
Fig.11 clearly shows areas that have witnessed rapid development over time with the signficant changes from 
pervious lands to impervious surfaces being indicative of expansion processes. This is in contrast to other areas with 
much lower amounts of change experiencing re-densification due to the urban redevelopment.   
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Color Getis_Ord(Gi) Type of 
change 
Year-IS 
(%) 
Year-IS 
(%) 
Year-IS 
(%) 
Location Function 
 
 
 
0.07< 
 
BCL 
 
1995-0 
 
2002-0 
 
2009-
Increased 
Around-
existing 
urban  
regions 
 
 
Expansion 
  
0.04-0.06 
 
BCL 
 
1995-0 
 
2002-0 
2009-
Increased 
Around-
existing 
urban 
regions 
 
 
Expansion 
 
 
 
0.01-0.03 BCL 1995-0 2002-0 2009-
Increased 
Around-
existing 
urban 
regions 
 
Expansion 
0  BK(non-
imperviou
s surface) 
     
 
 
 
-0.02- -0.04 
 
WCL 
 
1995-0 
 
2002-
Increased 
 
2009-
Increased 
Within-
existing 
urban 
regions 
 
 
Re-densification 
 
 
 
 
-0.05- -0.07 
 
WCL 
1995-
Increased 
2002-
Increased 
2009-
Decreased 
Within-
existing 
urban 
regions 
 
 
Re-densification 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-0.08 > 
 
WCL 
1995-
Increased 
2002-
Increased 
2009-
Increased 
Within-
existing 
urban 
regions 
 
 
Re-densification 
BCL: Between-Class change(expansion); WCL: Within-Class change(re-densification); BK: Background; IS: 
Impervious surface 
 
Fig.10. Summary of modifications of impervious surfaces(over 1995,2002 and2009) using the 
Getis_Ord(Gi) index. 
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Fig.11.Profile of changes in the Gi index across the study site along with profiles of ISF values from 1995, 
2002 and 2009 along the same transect.  
 
3.5 Interpreting changesin the context of urban growth theory 
 In this study, using the MRGU we observed two mechanisms of impervious surface growth: expansion in 
peripheral areas of Kandun town and re-densification in the town center. In terms of expansion, results showed that Gi 
was low for the urban center that was developed before 1995(Fig.11, dark blue). Later, the urban core was surrounded 
by the first ring of impervious surface growth that expanded between 1995 and 2002 (Fig.11, light blue). New urban 
expansion was characterized by positive Gi values which resulted from the allocation of new development around the 
former rings in the latest period (2002-2009) (Fig.11-a, orange color). This pattern of growth could be explained in 
the light of two classical urban growth models: tree rings (Batty and Longly, 1994) and the onion model (Herold et 
al., 2003). These models hypothesize that urban growth starts with expansion around an urban seed, then allocating 
new development around the existing urban center. In general this process leads to the progressive conversion of 
pervious land covers to impervious surfaces.  
 The second form of growth was re-densification in the center of Kandun Town due to the within-class change 
(redevelopment) of existing impervious surfaces. Low magnitude Gi values highlighted this type of modification, 
suggesting that impervious surfaces changed modestly or decreased in Kandun Town center during the study period. 
This pattern of growth could be explained by using the “thinning out” stage in the Bourne model (Bourne et al, 1976) 
which suggested that as part of their evolution cities undergo phase in which dense urban structures (e.g. single-
family residential dwellings) are replaced by modern urban structures (hi-rise buildings). Indeed, this process 
corresponds with the widespread motivation of policy makers in small towns in China to promote construction of tall 
buildings in order to demonstrate the advanced economy in their towns (Han, 2010).  
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3.6 Comparative analyses with other techniques 
Fig.12 shows the outputs from traditional alternatives to the proposed MRGU approach. The thematic maps (Fig 
13-a) represent the urban area as a binary map of impervious and pervious surfaces. Thematic maps of impervious 
surfaces have been extensively used for urban growth studies (e.g. Batty and Longly, 1994;Herold et al., 2005; 
Dietzel et al., 2005) and do provide an overall representation of urban growth. However, despite the progress made in 
understaning and managning urban landscapes based such maps, there are many situations where these maps fail or 
are, at best, sub-optimal.  In particular, the thematic maps do not accurately represent the considerable spatial 
heterogeneity of urban regions. When urban landscapes are represented by a discrete land cover class this may result 
in the loss of internal heterogeneity (Myint and Lam, 2005;Herold et al., 2005) and this may lead to a loss of 
information about more subtle but spatially extensive dynamics in impervious surfaces which occur particularly 
within urban centers.  
By contrast, the change detection techniques based on the use of ISF images could mitigate this limitation. For 
instance, by means of visual interpretation of two ISF images (Fig.12b) or the differencing (subtraction) of ISF 
images (Fig.12c) the continuous scale of impervious surface variation enables us to readily observe both the 
expansion and re-densification of urban areas.  However, in comparison to the two former methods, the outputs of the 
proposed MRGU approach (Fig.11) have a range of advantages. This approach produces a single change map from 
three impervious surface images of 1995, 2002 and 2009, thus providing an informative and appropriate 
representation of the evolution of impervious surfaces over time. Thus rather than providing a comparison of two 
image dates, this approach is able to efficiently incorporate information from a time series of images. Furthermore, 
the MRGU is not only able to visualize clearly the spatial distribution of urban expansion and re-densification but it 
also quantifies these mechanisms, as demonstrated in section 3.2.2. 
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Fig.12. Evaluating the performance of traditional change detection based on (a)thematic maps; (b) 
visual inspection of ISF images; (c) differencing (subtraction) of ISF images.  
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3.7. Future of remote sensing of impervious surface growth  
Effective monitoring of the evolution of impervious surfaces is an important goal for remote sensing 
applications in urban studies; if achieved this could contribute significantly to the field of sustainable urban 
planning (Weng, 2012). To this end, we have provided a summary of change detection techniques based on 
ISFs and developed a new technique to quantify urban expansion and re-densification. While our results were 
encouraging, there are several challenges which need to be addressed in future studies. Land cover 
compositions in urban regions are more complex with a range of different materials to those in other land 
covers (Powell and Roberts, 2010). Hence, this may restrict the accuracy of the ISF data derived from urban 
areas which, in turn might limit the effectiveness of detecting urban expansion and re-densification from 
satellite imagery. While many studies have provided insights into the impacts of spatial resolution and spectral 
resolution of satellite imagery on mapping impervious surfaces (e.g. Weng, 2012), few have concentrated 
explicitly on the importance of  spatial and spectral resolutions in monitoring impervious surface dynamics. In 
particular, these characteristics could be crucial for quantifying re-densification in urban centers, a limitation 
that we faced in this research. The method used herein, based on Landsat data is inapproriate to generate fine 
resolution change maps by using ISF images. In this respect, what is required is an approach that builds upon 
the concept of time series super resolution mapping which has been proposed by Atkinson(2013). 
Nevertheless, these limitations raise three fundamental questions about monitoring change and evolution of 
impervous surfaces: 
1- How should we assess the accuracy of time series of ISF images? 
2-What are the spatial resolution requirements for measuring re-densification and expansion of impervious 
surfaces through time series of ISF images? 
3- Which methods would be best suited for detecting fine resolution changes in ISFs over time?  
Furthermore, while much research has been published on mapping impervious surfaces and detecting 
impervious surface changes, few studies have suggested a systematic and comprehensive framework for 
remote sensing of impervious surfaces growth. Based on the literature review and our findings, we propose the 
following framework which can be used as a guideline for measuring the growth of impervious surfaces. The 
framework  depicted in Figure 13  shows possible steps and introduces 8 major directions which might be 
addressed in future research on evolution of impervious surfaces.  
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Fig.13.A possible framework for remote sensing of impervious surfaces growth and  suggestions for beneficial 
areas of future research. 
 
4. Conclusion 
This study proposed the MRGU approach that integrates time series of ISF images, analysis of regression 
residuals, spatial statistics and urban growth theories to identify and understand the magnitude and spatial distribution 
of impervious surface changes. Our results confirmed that the Gi statistic applied to ISF regression residuals is 
effective for discerning change of impervious surfaces and for compressing this information into a single, statistically 
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effective measure which can be mapped. This approach detects two mechanisms of impervious surface growth–
expansion and re-densification at the same time compared to the conventional change detection techniques which tend 
to focus on expansion only. This study has generated advances in the practical aspects of monitoring impervious 
surface growth dynamics from remote sensing and helps to establish linkages between the empirical observations, 
mechanisms of impervious surface change and urban growth theories. Hence, the proposed MRGU framework is 
significant for both remote sensing and urban sciences. This analysis indicated that quantifying change in urban 
centers is difficult and future research needs to focus on developing the MRGU approach by improving the accuracy 
of ISF retrievals using time series high resolution satellite imagery, in order to further develop capabilities in 
quantifying the process of urban re-densification. Further, this study offers a new conceptual strategy for remote 
sensing of impervious surface growth. The framework consists of change detection steps and alternative avenues on 
this topic.  
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